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Nearly a decade after his last volume of short stories was
published, Jeffrey Archer returns with his eagerlyawaited, brand-new collection TELL TALE, giving us a
fascinating, exciting and sometimes poignant insight into
the people he has met, the stories he has come across
and the countries he has visited during the past ten
years. Find out what happens to the hapless young
detective from Naples who travels to an Italian hillside
town to find out Who Killed the Mayor? and the
pretentious schoolboy in A Road to Damascus, whose
discovery of the origins of his father’s wealth changes
his life in the most profound way. Revel in the stories of
the 1930’s woman who dares to challenge the men at her
Ivy League University in A Gentleman and A Scholar
while another young woman who thumbs a lift gets more
than she bargained for in A Wasted Hour. These
wonderfully engaging and always refreshingly original
tales prove not only why Archer has been compared by
the critics to Dahl and Maugham, but why he was
described by The Times as probably the greatest
storyteller of our age.
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BEST SELLER • A classic legal
thriller—with a twist. • "A suspenseful thriller mixed with
powerful themes such as false incarceration, the death
penalty and how the legal system shows prejudice.”
—Associated Press In the small Florida town of Seabrook,
a young lawyer named Keith Russo was shot dead at his
desk as he worked late one night. The killer left no clues.
There were no witnesses, no one with a motive. But the
police soon came to suspect Quincy Miller, a young
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Black man who was once a client of Russo’s. Quincy
was tried, convicted, and sent to prison for life. For
twenty-two years he languished in prison, maintaining
his innocence. But no one was listening. He had no
lawyer, no advocate on the outside. In desperation, he
writes a letter to Guardian Ministries, a small nonprofit
run by Cullen Post, a lawyer who is also an Episcopal
minister. Guardian accepts only a few innocence cases at
a time. Cullen Post travels the country fighting wrongful
convictions and taking on clients forgotten by the
system. With Quincy Miller, though, he gets far more than
he bargained for. Powerful, ruthless people murdered
Keith Russo, and they do not want Quincy Miller
exonerated. They killed one lawyer twenty-two years ago,
and they will kill another without a second thought.
Thirteen-year-old Theodore Boone faces his biggest
challenge when a new case opens up in Strattenburg and
Theo is the prime suspect when the police discover some
stolen computer equipment in his locker.
Innocence is not always the best defence.
Charlie Thorne and the Lost City
Theodore Boone Box Set
The Client
An Occasionally Happy Family
In this sequel to the New York Times
bestselling Charlie Thorne and the Last
Equation—which #1 New York Times bestselling
author Chris Grabenstein called “a real pageburner”—Charlie searches for Charles Darwin’s
hidden treasure in South America. Charlie
Thorne is a genius. Charlie Thorne is a
fugitive. Charlie Thorne isn’t even thirteen.
After saving the world, Charlie is ready to
take it easy in the Galapagos Islands. That
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is, until she’s approached by the mysterious
Esmeralda Castle, who has a code she knows
only Charlie can decipher. In 1835, Charles
Darwin diverted his ship’s journey so he
could spend ten months in South America on a
secret solo expedition. When he returned, he
carried a treasure that inspired both awe and
terror in his crew. Afterward, it vanished,
never to be seen again… But Darwin left a
trail of clues behind for those brave and
clever enough to search for it. Enter Charlie
Thorne. In a daring adventure that takes her
across South America, Charlie must crack
Darwin’s 200-year-old clues to track down his
mysterious discovery—and stay ahead of the
formidable lineup of enemies who are hot on
her tail. When an ancient hidden treasure is
at stake, people will do anything to find it
first. Charlie may be a genius, but is she
smart enough to know who she can trust?
"Coursing underneath this comically
disastrous road trip romp is a painfully real
and poignant reflection on how families find
the strength to cope with loss. Funny and
fast-paced (and occasionally happy), Theo's
journey is one many young readers will relate
to and enjoy."--John David Anderson, author
of Ms. Bixby's Last Day and Posted Gordon
Korman meets The Great Outdoors in this funny
and moving debut about a boy who goes on a
disastrous family vacation (sweltering heat!
bear chases!) that ends with a terrible
surprise: his dad's new girlfriend.
Morris College All-Sports Camp has everything
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twelve-year-old Greyson Gray needs to
distract him from his father's mysterious
disappearance - intense athletic competition,
weird friends, and a pretty girl. But when
Greyson stumbles upon a terrorist's sinister
plot brewing in the observatory, a place
already haunted by a chilling camp legend, he
suddenly toils with two dueling worlds - one
of lurking danger and mystery, the other of
competition and awkward romance. Spurred on
by his father's words to do what's good no
matter the danger, Greyson and his faithful
friends must mount a daring and coordinated
heist on the observatory in order to save
thousands of lives.
I screwed up, okay? I was just trying to be a
good kid. Helping Mom move boxes, lugging the
huge jugs of pennies that weigh like a
million pounds, and packing it all in the
truck. Then I found the mystery box. I make
one wrong decision, and suddenly I’m stuck
inside a game where monsters are real, and
magic food is gross! I’m fighting back
against the bad guys. I’m making new friends.
I feel myself getting braver, stronger, more
powerful. I’m going to get out, and I have a
plan that’s sure to win. -- Adventures of
Charlie is a zany, fantasy adventure for
children ages 8-12.
Adventures of Charlie: A 6th Grade Gamer #1
Theodore Boone: Kid Lawyer
The Activist
Ruin Creek
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A perfect murder A faceless witness A lone courtroom
champion knows the whole truth . . . and he's only thirteen
years old Meet Theodore Boone In the small city of
Strattenburg, there are many lawyers, and though he's only
thirteen years old, Theo Boone thinks he's one of them. Theo
knows every judge, policeman, court clerk--and a lot about
the law. He dreams of being a great trial lawyer, of a life in
the courtroom. But Theo finds himself in court much sooner
than expected. Because he knows so much--maybe too
much--he is suddenly dragged into the middle of a
sensational murder trial. A cold-blooded killer is about to go
free, and only Theo knows the truth. The stakes are high, but
Theo won't stop until justice is served. Brimming with the
intrigue and suspense that made John Grisham a #1
international bestseller and the undisputed master of the
legal thriller, Theodore Boone: Kid Lawyer will keep readers
guessing and pages turning.
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BEST SELLER • In a weedy lot on
the outskirts of Memphis, two boys watch a shiny Lincoln
pull up to the curb.... Eleven-year-old Mark Sway and his
younger brother were sharing a forbidden cigarette when a
chance encounter with a suicidal lawyer left Mark knowing a
bloody and explosive secret: the whereabouts of the most
sought-after dead body in America. Now Mark is caught
between a legal system gone mad and a mob killer desperate
to cover up his crime. And his only ally is a woman named
Reggie Love, who has been a lawyer for all of four years.
Prosecutors are willing to break all the rules to make Mark
talk. The mob will stop at nothing to keep him quiet. And
Reggie will do anything to protect her client—even take a last,
desperate gamble that could win Mark his freedom... or cost
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them both their lives.
An infinity of lives, only one eternal love . . . . When Cole
Kinsley asked Allie Knowles for her hand in marriage, he
meant it. Death be damned. Nothing could keep them apart,
not even a hundred years or more. Not even the vindictive
spirit of Allie’s dead sister Grace. Released from her watery
grave, she offers Cole a devil’s bargain. But to Cole, no price
is too high when it comes to his beloved. Allie thinks it’s
almost too good to be true. A week of bliss alone with Cole.
His promise kept, after all they’ve suffered at the hands of
her sister. To feel the strength of his arms around her again.
But when she learns of the sacrifice he made to be with her,
she plunges into despair. Forever has slipped from their
grasp—unless forever apart is their true destiny. . .
Book 4 in the thrilling young mystery series from
intrenationally bestselling author John Grisham Theodore
Boone is back in action! As all of Strattenburg sits divided
over a hot political and environmental issue, Theo finds
himself right in the thick of it. The county commission is
fighting hard to change the landscape of the town, and Theo
is strongly opposed to the plans. But when he uncovers
corruption beneath the surface, no one—not even Theo—is
prepared for the risks—and potential harm—at stake. Torn
between his conscience and the law, Theo will do whatever it
takes to stand up for what is right.
Theodore Boone: The Accused
Tell Tale
Traphis: A Wizard's Tale
Half the man, twice the lawyer - Grisham's first Young
Adult novel In the small city of Strattenburg, there are
many lawyers, and though he's only thirteen years old,
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Theo Boone thinks he's one of them. Theo knows every
judge, policeman, court clerk - and a lot about the law.
He dreams of being a great trial lawyer, of a life in the
courtroom. But Theo finds himself in court much sooner
than he expected. Because he knows so much - maybe
too much - he is suddenly dragged into the middle of a
sensational murder trial. A cold-blooded killer is about
to go free, and only Theo knows the truth. The stakes
are high, but Theo won't stop until justice is served.
Brimming with the intrigue and suspense that made
John Grisham a number one international bestseller
and the undisputed master of the legal thriller,
Theodore Boone will keep readers guessing and pages
turning.
The humor of Diary of a Wimpy Kid meets a Godfatherlike tale of crime and betrayal in this first book in Chris
Rylander's The Fourth Stall Saga. Do you need
something? Mac can get it for you. He and his best
friend and business manager, Vince. Their methods
might sometimes run afoul of the law, or at least the
school code of conduct, but if you have a problem, if no
one else can help, and if you can pay him, Mac is on
your side. His office is located in the East Wing boy's
bathroom, fourth stall from the high window. And
business is booming. Or at least it was, until this
particular Monday. Because this Monday is when Mac
and Vince find out that the trouble with solving
everyone else's problems is there's no one left to solve
yours. The school setting; fast-paced, cinematic, and
funny story; and engaging voice make The Fourth Stall
a perfect classroom read. Supports the Common Core
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State Standards
'Truly gripping!'' - 5-star reader review Theodore Boone
is the thirteen year old who knows more about the law
than most adult lawyers. He certainly never expected to
be the victim of crime himself. But then his bike is
vandalised, he's attacked while doing his homework
and, worst of all, framed for a robbery. When stolen
computer equipment turns up in Theo's school locker,
the police start leaning on him hard. And he is the only
suspect. What if he is found guilty? What about his
dreams of becoming a lawyer? In a race against time,
aided by his renegade uncle, Ike, Theo must find the
real felon and reveal the true motivation behind the
crimes of which he stands accused. *******************
What readers are saying about THEODORE BOONE: THE
ACCUSED 'A rattling good read' - 5 stars 'Brilliant' - 5
stars 'Outstanding' - 5 stars 'He's done it again' - 5 stars
'A sharp, intelligent, easy read' - 5 stars
This five-in-one volume brings MANDIE fans--new and
old alike--back to where it all began. Readers will
discover anew the charms of the impulsive Mandie
Shaw as she faces the ups and downs of first losing her
father and then finding her long-lost family in Mandie
and the Secret Tunnel. Many more mysteries follow for
Mandie and her friends in Mandie and the Cherokee
Legend, Mandie and the Ghost Bandits, Mandie and the
Forbidden Attic, and Mandie and the Trunk's Secret.
Theodore Boone: The Scandal
Treasure Hunters: Quest for the City of Gold
Theodore Boone: The Collection (Books 1-3)
Theodore Boone
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Collecting the first three of John Grisham's bestselling
Theodore Boone series together, Theodore Boone: The
Collection showcases three classic mysteries. In the small
city of Strattenburg, there are many lawyers, and though he's
only thirteen years old, Theo Boone thinks he's one of them.
Theo knows every judge, policeman, court clerk - and a lot
about the law. He dreams of being a great trial lawyer, of a
life in the courtroom. In Theodore Boone: Young Lawyer,
Theo finds himself dragged into the middle of a sensational
murder trial when a cold-blooded killer is about to be set free.
In Theodore Boone: The Abduction, Theo's best friend April
disappears from her bedroom in the middle of the night. As
fear ripples through his small hometown and the police hit
dead ends, it's up to Theo to use his legal knowledge and
investigative skills to chase down the truth and save April.
Theodore Boone never expected to be the victim of crime
himself. But, in Theodore Boone: The Accused, stolen
computer equipment turns up in Theo's school locker. The
police start leaning on him hard, and Theo is the only
suspect. What if he is found guilty? What about his dreams of
becoming a lawyer?
James Patterson's blockbuster Alex Cross series has sold
over 100 million copies – and now he's bringing those thrills to
a new generation! Alex's son Ali is eager to follow in his
father's footsteps as a detective, but when his best friend
goes missing, what price will he have to pay to solve the
mystery? Ali Cross has always looked up to his father, former
detective and FBI agent Alex Cross. While solving some of
the nation's most challenging crimes, his father always kept
his head and did the right thing. Can Ali have the same
strength and resolve? When Ali's best friend Gabe is reported
missing, Ali is desperate to find him. At the same time, a
string of burglaries targets his neighborhood -- and even his
own house. With his father
on trial for a crime he didn't
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commit, it's up to Ali to search for clues and find his friend.
But being a kid sleuth isn't easy -- especially when your father
warns you not to get involved! -- and Ali soon learns that
clues aren't always what they seem. Will his detective work
lead to a break in Gabe's case or cause even more trouble for
the Cross family?
John Grisham delivers high intensity legal drama for a new
generation of readers in the fourth novel in his
bestsellingTheodore Booneseries.
Half the man, twice the lawyer. In the small city of
Strattenburg, there are many lawyers, and though he's only
thirteen years old, Theo Boone thinks he's one of them. Theo
knows every judge, policeman, court clerk - and a lot about
the law. He dreams of being a great trial lawyer, of a life in the
courtroom. But Theo finds himself in court much sooner than
he expected. Because he knows so much - maybe too much he is suddenly dragged into the middle of a sensational
murder trial. A cold-blooded killer is about to go free, and only
Theo knows the truth. The stakes are high, but Theo won't
stop until justice is served. ******************* What readers are
saying about THEODORE BOONE 'I thoroughly enjoyed the
story' - 5 stars 'Brilliant' - 5 stars 'A great read' - 5 stars 'I
loved it' - 5 stars 'Fantastic series' - 5 stars
Greyson Gray
The Mandie Collection :
Theodore Boone 3
Great Houses of Mississippi

Gear up for an exciting adventure with the
thrill-seeking Kidds as they search for a
missing Incan city in South America made
entirely of gold! When Bick and Beck Kidd
find a hidden trove of pirate treasure, it
includes a map with clues to an even
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bigger score: the lost Incan city of
Paititi. But treasure hunting is never
easy -- and when the map is stolen, the
Kidds must rely on Storm's picture-perfect
memory to navigate the dangerous Amazon
jungle. Watch out for that nest of
poisonous snakes! To save the Amazon
rainforest and stop a Peruvian tribe from
losing their home, the Kidds must unlock
the secrets to the missing map and find
the fabled city of Paititi . . . before
the bad guys find it first. The race is
on!
Theodore Boone is back on the case in an
all-new adventure! Bestselling author John
Grisham delivers a page-turning legal
thriller for a new generation of readers.
Theo has been worried about his good
friend Woody Lambert. Woody is struggling
at school and making bad choices. But when
Woody is arrested—an unwitting accomplice
to armed robbery—Theo knows he is
innocent. Racing the clock while Woody
sits in jail, Theo will do everything in
his power to help his friend and save
Woody from an unforgiving system where
justice is not equal for all. Brimming
with the intrigue and suspense that made
John Grisham a #1 international bestseller
and undisputed master of the modern legal
thriller, Theodore Boone’s trials and
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triumphs will keep readers hooked until
the very last page.
Thirteen-year-old aspiring lawyer Theodore
Boone is falsely accused in a robbery and
must fight to clear his name.
Theodore Boone: The AccusedPenguin
Camp Legend
The Accused
The Fourth Stall
El acusado
The heroes of SWINDLE, ZOOBREAK, and FRAMED
are back - and this time, things have gone to the dogs!
When Luthor goes berserk at a mall dog show, he's
accused of ruining the career of the three-time best-inshow beagle. Griffin always knew that Luthor's
viciousness was simmering just below the surface - so
why does he feel bad enough to spring him from the
pound? Griffin and his team have a new plan. This one
involves New York City, a sinister saboteur, a reclusive
dog-trainer who's quit the business, an international
dog show, and a whole lot of red dye. But if they pull it
off, no one will even notice their sting
operation...right?
It's the final month in the deadly 365-day countdown;
Cal has a plan and is desperately counting on all the
clues to fall into place. Will Cal find out what really
happened to his dad? Will he reach the Ormond
Singularity before the stroke of midnight? Only time
will tell... who will survive. Prepare yourself for an
explosive end to this riveting series.
Un robo impecable... todas las pruebas apuntan a
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Theo... y solo él puede demostrar su inocencia.
Tercera entrega de «Theodore Boone», la serie juvenil
de misterio y suspense escrita por John Grisham. Con
solo trece años, Theodore Boone ha sido capaz de
desvelar las claves de dos casos dignos de los
abogados más expertos: un asesinato con un testigo
reacio a declarar y el secuestro de su mejor amiga.
Ahora, a pesar de haber recibido el reconocimiento de
las cortes, Theo se enfrentará a su mayor reto:
sentarse en el banquillo de los acusados. Ha sido
injustamente inculpado de robo, todas las pruebas van
en su contra y solo él puede demostrar su inocencia.
Reseña: «John Grisham es un auténtico maestro.» The
Washington Post
Book 2 in the thrilling young mystery series from
internationally bestsellling author John Grisham When
we last saw Theo Boone, he ensured that justice was
served by uncovering evidence that kept a guilty man
off of the streets. Hot off this high-profile murder trial,
thirteen-year-old Theo is still dispensing legal advice
to friends and teachers. But just when it seems as if
his life has calmed down and gone back to the status
quo, a new legal mystery comes to town, and this time
it's personal.
L'accusato. Theodore Boone
Splintered Bones
A Novel
December
Describes the properties of quadrilaterals in
mathematics, including squares and rectangles, and
displays everyday items that are quadrilaterals.
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Presents an evocative series of ninety-five photographs
that capture the beauty of Mississippi's exceptional
antebellum houses, accompanied by a lively,
informative text that describes each home's
architecture including Federal town houses, Greek
Revival plantation homes, and Gothic villas.
John Grisham delivers high intensity legal drama for a
new generation of readers in the fourth novel in his
bestselling Theodore Boone series.
In North Carolina in 1954, sweethearts May Tilley and
Jimmy Madden, who wed when May gets pregnant,
cope with the hardships of parenthood and medical
school, as they find life changing them in unexpected
and divisive ways. Reprint.
Showoff (Swindle #4)
Ali Cross
Theodore Boone: The Activist
Theodore Boone 1

The perfect gift for middle graders or their
teachers—starring #1 New York Times bestseller
John Grisham’s Theo Boone! Four pulse-pounding
Theodore Boone mysteries in one amazing gift set! In
the small city of Strattenburg, there are many lawyers,
and though he’s only thirteen years old, Theo Boone
thinks he’s one of them. Theo knows every judge,
policeman, court clerk—and a lot about the law. And
he won’t stop until justice is served! “John Grisham is
about as good a storyteller as we’ve got.”—The New
York Times Book Review “Grisham is an absolute
master!”—The Washington Post
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The thrilling young mystery series from internationally
bestselling author John Grisham! In the small city of
Strattenburg, there are many lawyers, and though he’s
only thirteen years old, Theo Boone thinks he’s one of
them. Theo knows every judge, policeman, court
clerk—and a lot about the law. He dreams of being a
great trial lawyer, of a life in the courtroom. But Theo
finds himself in court much sooner than expected.
Because he knows so much—maybe too much—he is
suddenly dragged into the middle of a sensational
murder trial. A cold-blooded killer is about to go free,
and only Theo knows the truth. The stakes are high,
but Theo won’t stop until justice is served.
Theodore Boone returns in this sixth adventure from
international and worldwide bestseller John Grisham!
Thirteen-year-old Theodore Boone knows every
judge, police officer, and court clerk in Strattenburg.
He has even helped bring a fugitive to justice. But
even a future star lawyer like Theo has to deal with
statewide standardized testing. When an anonymous
tip leads the school board to investigate a suspicious
increase in scores at another local middle school,
Theo finds himself thrust in the middle of a cheating
scandal. With insider knowledge and his future on the
line, Theo must follow his keen instincts to do what’s
right in the newest case for clever kid lawyer Theo
Boone. "Not since Nancy Drew has a nosy, crimeobsessed kid been so hard to resist."—The New York
Times "Smartly written."—USA Today "Edge-of-yourPage 15/18
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seat drama, sophisticated plotting, and plenty of
spunk."—Chicago Sun-Times "Classic
Grisham."—The Los Angeles Times
She may be a Mississippi belle, but Sarah Booth
Delaney is no pampered daddy’s girl. Unwed and over
thirty, Sarah has her own set of problems--like coping
with regular hauntings by her great-greatgrandmother’s nanny, a busybody of a ghost who’s
set on marrying her off to the first suitor who comes
calling. But when an old friend is in trouble, Sarah
Booth doesn’t hesitate to get involved. Splintered
Bones Eulalee McBride has confessed to murdering
her husband...and she wants Sarah to dig up the dirt
on the violent scalawag to prove he got what he
deserved. Sarah Booth suspects that her friend is
lying through her pearly whites...but why? There’s
certainly no lack of suspects in Zinnia, Mississippi,
including Bud Lynch, a horse trainer who arouses
killer lust in the town’s women. As Sarah Booth begins
to put together the pieces of the case, a killer is
preparing to strike again. And this time it could send
one late-blooming southern sleuth into an early grave.
Stories
Theodore Boone: The Abduction
If You Were a Quadrilateral
The Guardians
A year after the death of his father, fifteenyear-old Traphis stumbles across his father’s
hidden collection of books. Forbidden from
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learning magic at a young age, he resolves to
read the books in secret. Doors to a dark and
formidable world begin to open, and a
treacherous adventure awaits both him and
his newfound friends. In their journey to fight
the power of lies, betrayal, and greed, they
discover that no matter how well they master
their magic skills, they are powerless without
the most important skills in life, such as the
abilities to trust, care, and forgive.
Book 3 in the thrilling young mystery series
from internationally bestselling author John
Grisham Big trouble is brewing for Theodore
Boone. While all of Streenburg anxiously
awaits the new trial of infamous murder
suspect Pete Duffy, problems arise for their
own kid lawyer. There's been a robbery and
Theo is the accused. His reputation is on the
line, and with the evidence building against
him--and dangerous threats looming--Theo
will do whatever it takes to prove his
innocence--even if it means breaking a few
rules. Filled with the intrigue and pageturning suspense that made John Grisham a
#1 international bestseller and the
undisputed master of the legal thriller,
Theodore Boone's adventures will keep
readers enthralled until the very last page.
El acusado (Theodore Boone 3)
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Theodore Boone - Special Sales
Ever Tempted
Theodore Boone: The Accomplice
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